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We show that the shift on the UHF algebra Mn has the Rohlin property for any
odd n (hence, by Brotteli et al. (The crossed product of a UHF algebra by a shift,
Ergodic Theory Dynam. Systems 13 (1993), 615626), for any n=2, 3, ...), and that
any automorphism : of the Cuntz algebra On (n<) has the Rohlin property if
:m is outer for any m{0.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
We first define the Rohlin property [5, 6, 10, 3, 18] as follows:
Definition 1.1. A unital endomorphism : of a unital C*-algebra A is
said to have the Rohlin property if for any k # N there are positive integers
k1 , ..., kmk satisfying the following condition: For any finite subset F of
A and =>0 there are projections ei, j ; i=1, ..., m, j=0, ..., ki&1 such that
:
m
i=1
:
ki&1
j=0
ei, j=1,
&:(ei, j)&ei, j+1&<=,
&[x, ei, j]&<=
for i=1, ..., m, j=0, ..., ki&1, and x # F where ei, ki=ei, 0 .
If A is the UHF algebra Mn or the Cuntz algebra On , then the above
Rohlin property is equivalent to the property obtained by letting m=1 and
k1=nk in the above definition. (Here in the case On we use the fact that
On=On Mn [17, 16].) This can be proved by using an equivalent con-
dition called the stability (cf. [10, 1]). See Proposition 3.7 and the subse-
quent comment for details in the case On .
Our first aim is to show the Rohlin property for the shift on Mn . If
n=2 or even, this was proved in [3]. If n is odd, an approximate version
of the Rohlin property was shown in [2]. Our proof will show that this
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approximate version is in fact equivalent to the genuine Rohlin property.
This result can be applied to the classification theory of infinite
C*-algebras as initiated by M. Ro% rdam in [17]. See also [18, 9, 19, 15, 16,
11, etc.] for recent developments of this theory.
Our second aim is to show the Rohlin property for any automorphism
: of On with the property that :m is outer for any m{0. Since the necessity
of the latter property is evident, this property characterizes the Rohlin
property. This is not the case for Mn (cf. [1]). This fact may be applied
to classify simple crossed products of Cuntz algebras by Z. The methods
employed to prove this will also yield the following: If an automorphism
: of a unital purely infinite simple C*-algebra A satisfies that for any x,
y # A, [:m(x), y]  0 as m  , then : has the Rohlin property (see
Proposition 3.10).
Our third aim is to introduce a notion of uniform outerness for
automorphisms, which is stronger than outerness in general (if the
C*-algebra has real rank zero). In the case the C*-algebra is UHF, we
show that this property is equivalent to the outerness for the weak exten-
sion in the tracial representation. In the case the C*-algebra is purely
infinite and simple, the uniform outerness is equivalent to the outerness.
We might expect that any automorphism : of Mn (or a general unital
simple C*-algebra of real rank zero) with the property that :m is uniformly
outer for any m{0 has the Rohlin property.
2. SHIFTS ON UHF ALGEBRAS
Let Mn be the infinite tensor product of copies of the n by n matrices
Mn . The one-sided shift _ on Mn is defined by _(x)=1n x, x # Mn ,
where 1n is the identity of Mn .
Theorem 2.1. Let _ be the one-sided shift on Mn . Then _ has the
Rohlin property.
When n is even, this follows from [3]. When n is odd, _ has the
approximate Rohlin property: Let { be the unique tracial state on Mn .
For any m # N and any =>0, there exist projections e0 , e1 , ..., e2m in Mn
such that
e2m=e0 ,
e= :
2m&1
i=0
ei is a projection,
{(e)>1&=,
&_(ei)&ei+1&<=, i=0, ..., 2m&1.
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What we shall show is that this in fact implies the Rohlin property.
Let k # N and =>0. We shall show that there exist projections
e (1)0 , ..., e
(1)
2k , e
(2)
0 , ..., e
(2)
2k+1
in Mn such that
e (1)2k =e
(1)
0 , e
(2)
2k+1=e
(2)
0 ,
1= :
2k&1
i=0
e (1)i + :
2k
i=0
e (2)i ,
&_(e (1)i )&e (1)i+1&<=, i=0, ..., 2k&1,
&_(e (2)i )&e
(2)
i+1&<=, i=0, ..., 2
k.
Since _ is asymptotically abelian, this suffices to demonstrate the Rohlin
property.
Lemma 2.2. Let k # N and =>0. For any m # N let : be the
automorphism of M2m+1 implemented by a unitary U with eigenvalues
1, |0, |1, ..., |2m&1,
where |=e2?i2&m. If m is sufficiently large, there are projections
e (1)0 , ..., e
(1)
2k , e
(2)
0 , ..., e
(2)
2k+1
in M2m+1 such that the conditions given before this lemma are satisfied for
: in place of _.
Proof. Note that if there are such projections e (1)i , e
(2)
j , then it follows
that
dim e (1)i =2
m&k&1, dim e (2)j =1.
If : were implemented by a unitary V with eigenvalues
e2?ij(2m&2k); j=0, ..., 2m&2k&1,
e2?ij(2k+1); j=0, ..., 2k,
then we would obtain these projections with strict equalities
:(e(1)i )=e
(1)
i+1 , i=0, ..., 2
k&1,
:(e(2)i )=e
(2)
i+1 , i=0, ..., 2
k
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instead of the norm estimates involving =. But the unitary U in the state-
ment is almost unitarily equivalent to the unitary V when m is large. See
[1, 14] for similar arguments.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We shall denote Mn by A and use the symbol
n for a different purpose since we do not have to remember n in Mn . Let
k # N and let =>0 be sufficiently small. We choose m # N as in Lemma 2.2.
Let n # N be such that if : is a linear map of M2m+1 into A with the
property that &:(eij)&<21&n2 for matrix units [eij] of M2m+1 then &:&<=.
By the approximate Rohlin property we find projections e0 , ..., e2m in A
such that
e2m=e0 ,
e= :
2m&1
i=0
ei is a projection,
{(e)>1&2&m&n&1,
&_(ei)&ei+1&<2&m=, i=0, ..., 2m&1.
Let
x= :
2m&1
i=0
ei+1 _(ei)+(1&e) _(1&e).
Then it follows that &x&1&<2= and &x*x&1&<2=. Let u=
x(x*x)&12 # A. Then u is a unitary satisfying that Adu b _(ei)=ei+1 ,
i=0, ..., 2m&1 and &u&1&<4=.
Let _1=Ad u b _. Then _2
m
1 (e0)=e0 . By using the approximate Rohlin
property for _2m on A (which follows from the same property for _) we
construct projections f0 , ..., f2n&1 in e0 Ae0 such that
:
2n&1
i=0
fi is a projection,
&_2m1 ( fi)& fi+1&<2
&n=, i=0, ..., 2n&2,
{( f0)={(1&e).
Note that {(e0) > 2&m(1 & 2&m&n&1) and {(1 & e) < 2&m&n&1; so
2n{(1&e)<{(e0), which shows that this is possible at least at the level of
K-theory. To find such fi we use projections F0 , ..., F2n in A such that
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F2n=F0 ,
F= :
2n&1
i=0
Fi is a projection,
{(F)>1&=$,
&_2m(Fi)&Fi+1&<=$, i=0, ..., 2n&1,
&[u, Fi]&<=$, &[ej , Fi]&<=$
for a sufficiently small =$>0. Then
e0 F0 e0 , ..., e0 F2n&1 e0
are close to projections, which will produce, by a standard technique,
projections f $0 , ..., f $2n in e0 Mn e0 such that
f $2n= f $0 ,
:
2n&1
i=0
fi$ is a projection,
&_2m1 ( fi$)& f $i+1&<=$, i=0, ..., 2
n&1,
{( f0$){(1&e)
for a sufficiently small =$>0. We may replace f0$ by a smaller projection f0
with {( f0)={(1&e) and define fi inductively such that _2
m
1 ( fi&1) is close to
a subprojection fi of fi$, using the fact that &_2
m
1 ( fi)(1& f $i+1)&<=$. (Note
that we have droped the condition that _2m1 ( f2n&1) is close to f0 .)
Having obtained these fi let
x= :
2n&2
i=0
fi+1 _2
m
1 ( fi)&\e0& :
2n&1
i=1
fi+\e0& :
2n&2
i=0
_2m1 ( fi)+ .
Then, as before, the polar decomposition of x gives a unitary u2 # A such that
Adu2 b _2
m
1 ( fi)= fi+1 , i=0, ..., 2
n&2,
u2=1&e0+u2 e0 ,
&u2&1&<4=.
Let y be a partial isometry of A such that y*y=1&e and yy*= f0 , and let
v=
1
2n2
:
2n&1
k=0
;k(y),
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where ;=Adu2 b _2
m
1 . Then v is a partial isometry such that
v*v=1&e,
vv*#g0e0 ,
&;(v)&v&<21&n2<=.
Let B be the C*-algebra generated by
_(k)1 (v), k=0, 1, ..., 2
m&1,
which are partial isometries with the same initial projection 1&e, and with
mutually orthogonal final projections. Thus [1&e, _i1(v), _
j
1(v*),
_i1(v) _
j
1(v*); i, j=0, ..., 2
m&1] forms matrix units and hence B$M2m+1
and _1 | B is close to
0 } } } } } 0 1
1 0 } } } } 0
0 1 } }
Ad\ b . . . . . . b + .} 1 0 }0 0 1 0
1
Hence by Lemma 2.2 there exist projections e (1)0 , ..., e
(1)
2k , e
(2)
0 , ..., e
(2)
2k+1 in B
such that
e (1)2k =e
(1)
0 , e
(2)
2k+1e
(2)
0 ,
1&e+ :
2m&1
i=0
gi= :
2k&1
i=0
e (1)i + :
2k
i=0
e (2)i ,
&_1(e (1)i )&e
(1)
i+1&<=,
&_1(e (2)i )&e
(2)
i+1&<=,
where gi = _i1(vv*)  ei for i = 0, ..., 2
m & 1. Let ei$ = ei & gi . Since
_1(gi)=gi+1 for i=0, ..., 2m&2 and
&_1(g2m&1)&g0&=&_2
m
1 (g0)&g0&
=+&Adu2&1&
<9=,
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we obtain that
_1(ei$)=e$i+1 , &_1(e$2m&1)&e$0&<9=
for i=0, ..., 2m&2. Let
e (3)i = :
2m&k&1
j=0
e$i+ j2k , i=0, ..., 2k.
Then e (3)2k =e
(3)
0 and
&_1(e (3)i )&e
(3)
i+1&<9=.
Thus by taking e (1)i +e
(3)
i for e
(1)
i we obtain the desired projections e
(1)
i , e
(2)
j .
3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF CUNTZ ALGEBRAS
For n=2, 3, ... the Cuntz algebra On is generated by n isometries
S1 , ..., Sn such that
:
n
i=1
Si Si*=1.
It is known [7, 8] that On is a purely infinite simple C*-algebra and that
K0(On)=Z(n&1)Z, where 1 is the equivalence class of the identity. Note
that any unital endomorphism of On induces the identity map on K0(On).
We define an endomorphism 8 of On by
8(x)= :
n
i=0
Si xSi*.
Note that for a sequence [xn] in On , [xn] is central if and only if
&8(xn)&xn& converges to zero. Because of this property we can prove the
following result for Cuntz algebras but not for general purely infinite
simple C*-algebras.
Theorem 3.1. Let : be an automorphism of On . If :m is outer for any
m{0, then : has the Rohlin property.
Lemma 3.2. Let =>0 and N # N. There is a $>0 such that if
&8(x)&x&<$ &x& then &8 b :k(x)&:k(x)&<= &x& if |k|N.
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Proof. Note that
&8 b :k(x)&:k(x)&=&:&k b 8 b :k(x)&x&
=" :
n
i=0
:&k(Si) x:&k(Si*)&x" ,
and that :&k(Si) can be approximated by a polynomial in Sj , Sj*,
j=1, ..., n. Since
&Si1 } } } Sil x&xSi1 } } } Sil&<l$ &x& ,
the conclusion follows immediately.
Lemma 3.3. Let l, m=0, 1, 2, ... and let e be a non-zero projection of
Range 8l. Then if k{0,
inf[&p:k8m(p)&; p is a non-zero projection of e(Range 8l)e]=0.
Proof. Note that On$Mnl Range 8l and that On has real rank zero
[20, 4]. There is a minimal projection p # On**e such that p and (:**)k (p)
have disjoint central supports in On** [12], which implies that there is a
minimal projection p in e(Range 8l)**e such that p and (:**)k (p) have
disjoint central supports. Since
:k b 8m b :&k= :
a : |a|=m
:k(Sa) } :k(Sa*)
is inner (where a denotes a multi-index with length |a| ), (:k b 8m)** (p) is
a finite-dimensional projection with the same central support as (:**)k p.
Hence it follows that p and (:**)k b (8**)m (p) have also disjoint central
supports. This implies the conclusion (cf. [12]).
Lemma 3.4. Let M, N # N and =>0. There exists a non-zero projection
e of On such that
F=[:k b 8l(e); k=0, ..., N, l=0, ..., M]
satisfies that if, p, q # F are different, then &pq&<=.
Proof. First choose a non-zero projection p # On such that &p8m(p)&<=
for m=1, ..., M. (This exists since 8 | Mn is the shift, where the natural
embedding Mn/On is used [7].) By using the above lemma with l=0 we
find a non-zero subprojection p1 of p such that
&p1 :k b 8m( p1)&<=, k=\1, ...,\N, m=0, ..., M.
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Again we find a non-zero subprojection p2 of p1 such that
&8( p2):k b 8m+1( p2)&<=, k=\1, ...,\N, m=0, ..., M.
In this way we obtain a non-zero projection e such that &8l(e):k b 8l+m(e)&
<= for k=\1, ...,\N, l, m=0, 1, ..., M. This completes the proof.
Lemma 3.5. Let E and F be projections of On such that &8(E)&E& and
&8(F)&F& are sufficiently small, and [E]=[F] in K0 . Then for any =>0
there is a partial isometry w # On such that w*w=E, ww*=F, and
&8(w)&w&<2 &8(E)&E&+2 &8(F)&F&+=.
Proof. Let
x=8(E)E.
Then &x&E&&8(E)&E& and one obtains a partial isometry u # On by
the polar decomposition of x. Then it follows and
Adu(8(E))=E, &u&E&<2 &8(E)&E& .
Similarly one obtains a partial isometry v # On such that
Adv(8(F))=F, &v&F&<2 &8(F)&F& .
Let w be a partial isometry such that w*w=E and ww*=F. Then
w1=v8(w)u* satisfies
w1*w1=u8(w*) 8(w)u=E,
w1 w1*=v8(w) 8(w*)v*=F.
By the stability for Adu b 8 | EOn E applied to w1*w [17], one obtains a
unitary y # EOn E such that
&w1*w&u8(y) u*y*&<=,
which is equivalent to
&wy&v8(wy)u*&<=.
By taking wy for w one gets the conclusion.
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Lemma 3.6. For any m # N and =>0 there are non-zero projections
e0 , e1 , ..., em in On such that
em=e0 ,
e0+ } } } em&1 is a projection,
&:(ei)&ei+1&<=,
&8(ei)&ei&<=
for i=0, ..., m&1.
Proof. Let M # N be such that 4M&12<=. We shall choose very large
N # N and very small $>0 later.
By using 3.4 we obtain projections E(k, l), k=0, ..., mM&1, l=0, ...,
N&1 such that
&:k b 8l(E(0, 0))&E(k, l)&<$mMN,
:
k, l
E(k, l) is a projection.
Since &8(E(0, l))&E(0, l+1)&<2$mMN, we have a unitary u1 # On such
that
Adu1 b 8(E(0, l))=E(0, l+1), l=0, ..., N&2,
&u1&1&<8$mM.
Since [E(0, 1)]=[E(0, 0)], there is a partial isometry w # On such that
w*w=E(0, 0) and ww*=E(0, 1). Let 81=Adu1 b 8 and define matrix
units [Ei, j]i, j=0, ..., N&1 by
8i&11 (w) 8
i&2
1 (w) } } } 8
j
1(w) i> j
Eij={E(0, i) i= j8i1(w*) } } } 8 j&11 (w*) i< j.
Define
E0=
1
N
:
N&1
i, j=0
Eij .
Then E0 is a projection such that
E0 :
N&1
l=0
E(0, l).
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Since 81(Eij)=Ei+1, j+1 and so
81(E0)&E0=
1
N
:
N&1
i=0
81(Ei, N&1)+
1
N
:
N&2
j=0
81(EN&1, j)
&
1
N
:
N&1
i=0
Ei0&
1
N
:
N&1
j=1
E0j ,
it follows that
&8(E0)&E0&&81(E0)&E0&+2 &u1&1&

4
N12
+
16$
mM
#$1 .
Note that $1  0 as N   and $  0.
Let E(k)=N&1l=0 E(k, l) for k=0, ..., mM&1. Since E0E(0) and
&:k(E(0))&E(k)&<$mM, we find projections EkE(k) such that
&:k(E0)&Ek&<
2$
mM
, k=1, ..., mM&1.
Then, since &:(Ek)&Ek+1&<4$mM, there is a unitary u2 # On such that
Adu2 b :(Ek)=Ek+1 , k=0, ..., mM&2,
&u2&1&<16$.
By 3.5 there is a partial isometry w # On such that w*w=E0 , ww*=E1 ,
and
&8(w)&w&<2 &8(E0)&E0&+2 &8(E1)&E1&+$#$2 .
Note that $2  0 as $1  0 and $  0, i.e., as N  0 and $  0. Let
:1=Adu2 b : and define matrix units [ fij]i, j=0, ..., mM&1 by
:i&11 (w) } } } :
j
1(w) i> j
fij={Ei i= j:i1(w*) } } } : j&11 (w*) i< j.
For i=0, ..., m&1 let
Fi=
1
M
:
M&1
k, l=0
fi+ml, i+mk .
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Then, if i{ j then Fi Fj=0 and :1(Fi)=Fi+1 for i=0, ..., m&2 and
&:1(Fm&1)&F0&
4
M 12
<=.
Let f $ij be the fij defined with : in place of :1 . Then & fij& f $ij&
2 &u2&1& mM. Let F i$ be the Fi defined with f $ij in place of fij . Then
&Fi&Fi$&2 &u2&1& mM 2. By computation
&8(Fi)&Fi&2 &Fi&Fi$&+&8(Fi$)&Fi$&
4 &u2&1& mM 2+
1
M
:
M&1
k, l=0
mM=1
<(64$+=1) mM2,
where
=1=max[&8 b :k(x)&:k(x)& : x=w, E0 , 0k<mM].
Since =1  0 as N   and $  0, this concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let m, N # N and =>0. We assume that m and
N are very large. For any $>0 we construct, by 3.6, projections e0 , ..., em
in On such that
em=e0 ,
e0+ } } } +em&1 is a projection,
&:(ei)&ei+1&<$m,
&8(ei)&ei&<$m
for i=0, ...., m&1. If e0+ } } } +em&1=1 we are done. Suppose that
f #1&e0& } } } &em&1{0. There is a unitary u1 (resp. v) in On such
that &u1&1&<4$ (resp. &v&1&<4$) and Adu1 b :(ei)=ei+1 (resp.
Adv b 8(ei)=ei) for i=0, ..., m&1. Let :1=Adu1 b : and 81=Adv b 8, and
note that :m1 (e0)=e0 and 81(e0)=e0 .
By applying 3.6 again we obtain projections F0 , ..., FN in On such that
FN=F0 ,
F0+ } } } +FN&1 is a projection,
&:m1 (Fi)&Fi+1&<$2N, i=0, ..., N&1
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and &8(Fi)&Fi& , i=0, ..., N&1 are so small that Fi e0 is very close to a
non-zero projection and Adv(Fi) is very close to Fi for i=0, ..., N&1. Thus
we can obtain projections f0 , ..., fN in e0 On e0 such that
fN= f0 ,
f0+ } } } + fN&1 is a projection,
&:m1 ( fi)& fi&<$N,
&81( fi)& fi&<$N
for i=0, 1, ..., N&1. We may further assume that [ f0]=[ f ]. (This is
possible by checking the proof of 3.6 or we may as well drop the condition
fN= f0 .) There is a unitary u2 # On such that u2=u2 e0+1&e0 ,
&u2&1&<4$, and Adu2 b :m1 ( fi)= fi+1 , i=0, ..., N&1. Let w be a partial
isometry of On such that w*w= f, ww*= f0 , and
&8(w)&w&2 &8( f )& f &+2 &8( f0)& f0&+$
<2$+4 &v&1&+2$N+$<20$.
Let ;=Adu2 b :m1 and define
w0=
1
N 12
:
N&1
j=0
; j(w).
Then w0 is a partial isometry such that w0*w0= f, w0 w0*#g0e0 , and
&;(w0)&w0&<2N12. It also follows that
&8(w0)&w0&
1
N 12
:
N&1
j=0
(4 &u2&1& j+=1)
<8N 12(N&1)$+N 12=1#$1
where
=1= max
0k<mN
&8 b :k(w)&:k(w)&.
Note that $1  0 as $  0.
Thus &8(w0)&w0& can be made arbitrarily small by taking a sufficiently
small $>0. Now as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we consider the
C*-algebra B generated by
w0 , :1(w0), ..., :m&11 (w0).
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Then B is isomorphic to Mm+1 and if $ is sufficiently small then
&(8&id ) | B&<=,
&(:&AdU) | B&<=,
where U is a unitary of B with eigenvalues
1, |0, ..., |m&1
where |=e2?m. Thus we can conclude the proof as in the proof of 2.1.
We now present a technical result needed to prove the assertion made on
the Rohlin property in Section 1.
Proposition 3.7. For any =>0 there exists a $>0 such that for non-
zero projections e1 , ..., en and f1 , ..., fn in On with
:
n
i=1
ei=1, :
n
i=0
fi=1,
[ei]=[ fi]=1, &8(ei)&ei&<$, &8( fi)& fi&<$
there is a continuous function u on [0, 1] into the unitaries of On such that
u0=1, u1 ei u1*= fi , &8(ut)&ut&<=
for i=1, ..., n and t # [0, 1].
In the situation of Theorem 3.1, we indicate how to get projections
e0 , ..., en&1 in On such that
:
n&1
i=0
ei=1,
&:(ei)&ei+1&<=,
&8(ei)&ei&<=
for i=0, ..., n&1 with en=e0 for a prescribed =>0. (The assertion on nk
projections follows immediately from this.) Let $>0 be as in 3.7 and let
e1 , ..., en be projections in On such that
: ei=1, &8(ei)&ei&<$$.
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By 3.2, for a sufficiently small $$>0 we have
&8 b :(ei)&:(ei)&<$.
The existence of such ei follows from the fact On$OnMn [17]. Let
fi=:(ei&1) with e0=en . By applying 3.7 we obtain a continuous path ut
of unitaries in [u : &8(u)&u&<=] such that u0=1 and Adu1(ei)=
fi=:(ei&1). Then by the stability applied to u1 using almost central paths
(cf. [1, 1.6]), we obtain a unitary w such that
u1r:(w*)w, 8(w)rw.
Then, since
:(wei w*)r:(w) fi+1 :(w*)=:(w) u1 ei+1 u1*:(w*)rwei+1 w*,
the projections we1 w*, ..., wen w* satisfy the required properties.
Lemma 3.8. Let $>0 be a sufficiently small and let f be a non-zero pro-
jection of On such that &8( f )& f &<$. Then for any g # K0(On) there is an
infinite sequence [ek] of non-zero projections such that
[ek]=g, :
k
i=1
ei f, &8(ek)&ek&<32$
for any k.
Proof. There is a unitary u1 such that Adu1 b 8( f )= f and
&u1&1&<4$. Then there is a non-zero subprojection of f1 of f such that
e1# f & f1{0, [ f1]=[ f ]&g and &Adu1 b 8( f1)& f1&<2&1$. We repeat
this procedure; we find unitaries u1 , u2 , ... and projections f1 , f2 , ... such
that
ei# fi&1& fi{0, [ei]=g
&Ad(ui } } } u1) b 8( fi)& fi&<2&i$,
Ad(ui+1 ui } } } u1) b 8( fi)= fi ,
&ui+1&1&<4 } 2&i$
where f0= f. Then [ei] is an orthogonal family of subprojections of f and
satisfies
&8(ei)&ei&&8( fi&1)& fi&1&+&8( fi)& fi&
2 :
i&1
k=1
4 } 2&k+1$+2 :
i
k=1
4 } 2&k+1$<32$.
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Lemma 3.9. For any =>0 there is a $>0 such that for any non-zero
projections E, F # On with
[E]=[F], E{1, F{1, &8(E)&E&<$, &8(F)&F&<$,
there is a continuous family [ut ; 0t1] of unitaries satisfying that
u0=1, Adu1(E)=F, &8(ut)&ut&<=, t # [0, 1]
and that the length of [ut] is smaller than 2?.
Proof. If EF=0 then this follows from Lemma 3.5. Indeed one has a
partial isometry w such that
w*w=E, ww*=F, &8(w)&w&<5$
if &8(E)&E&, &8(F)&F&<$. Hence the *-algebra B generated by w is
isomorphic to M2 and contains E, F as minimal projections. Then we can
find a continuous family of unitaries in B satisfying the required properties
with = at most 6$ such that its length is equal to ?2. If &EF& is very small
we still find such a path with length smaller than ?, by using functional
calculus.
In general suppose that $>0 is sufficiently small. There exists a partial
isometry u such that
u*u=8(1&F), uu*=1&F, &u&1+F&<2$.
Let + be an aperiodic sequence in [1, 2, ..., n] and let Vk=uS+1 uS+2 } } } uS+k .
Then [Vk Vk*] is a decreasing sequence of projections in (1&F) On (1&F).
There is a decreasing sequence [pk] of projections such that pkVk V k*,
[pk]=[F], and the weak* limit p of [pk] is a minimal projection in
On**. Denote by 81 the endomorphism Adu b 8 of (1&F) On (1&F) and
note that for any m # N, the projections pk , 81(pk), ..., 8m1 (pk) are mutually
orthogonal for a sufficiently large k.
By (3.8) let [ek] be a sequence of non-zero subprojections of 1&E such
that
:
k
i=1
ek1&E, [ek]=[E], &8(ek)&ek&<32$.
Let N # N be a very large number. Since ki=1 p ei pp ep for any
k and p is one-dimensional in On**, there is an l # N such that
p el pN&2p .
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Since 8i1(p) is finite-dimensional, we can further assume that
8i1(p) el 8
i
1(p)N
&28i1(p)
for i=1, ..., N&1. Then we find a k # N such that
el 8i1(pk)elN
&2el
for i=0, ..., N&1. Now let e=el and p=pk and let w be an isometry such
that w*w=p, ww*=81(p). Define matrix units [pij]N&1i, j=0 by
8i&1(w) } } } 8 j1(w) i> j
pij={8i1(p) i= j8i1(w*) } } } 8 j&11 (w*) i< j
and let
f =
1
N
:
N&1
i, j=0
pij .
Then f is a projection equivalent to F and satisfies that f 1&F,
&81( f )& f &<4N&12, and
&efe&
1
N
: &epij e&
1
N
.
Hence we can find a continuous path [ut] of almost 8-invariant unitaries
such that u0=1, Adu1(e)= f, and its length is smaller than ?. Since Ee=0
and fF=0 we find the desired path of unitaries by composition.
Proof of Proposition 3.7. We apply Lemma 3.9 n&1 times. Choosing
$>0 sufficiently small, apply 3.9 to the pair e1 , f1 and find a path [u (1)t ]
of unitaries such that u (1)0 =1, Adu
(1)
1 (e1)= f1 , and 8(u
(1)
t )ru (1)t . Then let
ei$=Adu (1)1 (ei) and consider the projections e$1 , ..., e$n . Since e$1= f1 we may
disregard this and apply 3.9 to the pair e$2 , f2 as projections in
(1& f1) On (1& f1). (We stated Lemma 3.9 for On , but since f1 is almost
8-invariant, this is soon justified.) After this procedure is repeated n&1
times, the transformed en is equal to fn , of course.
Proposition 3.10. Let A be a unital purely infinite simple C*-algebra
and : an automorphism of A such that :m is outer for any m{0. Suppose
that there is an automorphism # of A such that : b #=# b : and for any x,
y # A, [#m(x), y]  0 as m  0. Then : has the Rohlin property.
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Proof. Note that :
*
([1])=[1], and we may always deal with projec-
tions p with [p] # Z[1] when we do with projections. In the proof of
Theorem 3.1 we should disregard the parts involving 8. Then we obtain
that for any k # N and any =>0 there are projections e (1)0 , ..., e
(1)
k ,
e(2)0 , ..., e
(2)
k+1 such that
e (1)k =e
(1)
0 , e
(2)
k+1=e
(2)
0 ,
:
k&1
i=0
e (1)i + :
k
i=0
e (2)i =1,
&:(e (1)i )&e
(1)
i+1&<=, &:(e
(2)
i )&e
(2)
i+1&<=.
By taking #m(e ( j)i ) instead of e
( j)
i for a sufficiently large m, this suffices to
conclude the proof.
4. UNIFORMLY OUTER AUTOMORPHISMS
We shall first introduce a notion of uniform outerness for automorphisms.
Definition 4.1. An automorphism : of a unital C*-algebra A is said to
be uniformly outer if for any a # A, any non-zero projection p # A, and any
=>0, there are a finite number of projections p1 , ..., pn in A such that
p= :
n
i=0
pi ,
&pi a:(pi)&<=, i=1, ..., n.
Remark 4.2. If an automorphism : has the Rohlin property then :m is
uniformly outer for any m{0. If : is a uniformly outer automorphism of
a C*-algebra of real rank zero [4], then it is properly outer [12, 13]; i.e.,
for any a # A, any non-zero projection p # A, and any =>0, there is a non-
zero projection p0 # A such that p0p and &p0 a:(p0)&<=. If : is uniformly
outer then Adu b : is also uniformly outer for any unitary u.
Lemma 4.3. If : is a uniformly outer automorphism of a unital C*-algebra
A and , is a tracial state on the crossed product A_: Z, which is the universal
C*-algebra generated by A and a unitary U with Ua=:(a)U, a # A, then
,(aU)=0, a # A.
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Proof. For any a # A and =>0, there are projections p1 , ..., pn in A such
that  pi=1 and &pi a:(pi)&<=, i=1, ..., n. Hence
|,(aU)|= } :
n
i=1
,(pi a:(pi) Upi) }: ,(pi a:(pi) a*pi)12 ,(pi)12=,
which implies that ,(aU)=0.
Lemma 4.4. If : is a uniformly outer automorphism of a unital
C*-algebra A and { is an :-invariant tracial state on A, then the weak exten-
sion of : to an automorphism of ?{ (A)" is outer, where ?{ is the GNS
representation associated with {.
Proof. Suppose that there is a unitary V in ?{ (A)" such that
V?{ (a)V*=?{ b :(a), a # A. Define a representation \ of A_: Z on the
representation space of ?{ by
\(a)=?{ (a), a # A,
\(U)=V,
and a state , of A_: Z by
,(x)=(\(x)0{ , 0{).
If ?{ (an) converges to V* weakly, it follows that
,(an U)  1
which contradicts, by the previous lemma, that , is tracial.
From now on we assume that the C*-algebra A is a unital simple AF
algebra with totally ordered dimension group. We denote by { its unique
tracial state.
Theorem 4.5. Let : be an automorphism of the AF algebra A as above
with { unique tracial state. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. : is uniformly outer.
2. The weak extension of : to an automorphism of ?{ (A)" is outer.
The implication 1 O 2 is shown in Lemma 4.4. We only have to show
2 O 1.
The following was suggested to us by C. J. K. Batty.
Lemma 4.6. Let E be a projection of ?{ (A)". Then there is a sequence
[en] of projections in A such that ?{ (en) converges strongly to E.
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Proof. There is a sequence [xn] in A such that 0xn1, Spec(xn) is
finite, and ?{ (xn)  E strongly. Let en be the spectral projection of xn
corresponding to (12, 1]. Define continuous functions f, g on [0, 1] by
f (t)=max(2t&1, 0),
g(t)=min(2t, 1).
Then f (xn)eng(xn) and ?{ ( f (xn))  f (E)=E, ?{ (g(xn))  g(E)=E
strongly. Hence ?{ (en) converges to E weakly, and so strongly since both
E and ?{ (en) are projections.
Lemma 4.7. If [En] is a central sequence of projections in ?{ (A)" in the
sense that QEn&En Q strongly converges to zero for any Q # ?{ (A)", then
there is a sequence [en] of projections in A such that En&?{ (en) strongly
converges to zero and [en] is central in the sense that &aen&en a&  0 for
any a # A.
Proof. Let [Ak] be an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional
C*-subalgebras of A such that k Ak is dense in A. Let 8k be the condi-
tional expectation of ?{ (A)" onto ?{ (A)" & ?{ (Ak)$=?{(A & A$k)" which
preserves the trace. Then 8k (En)&En strongly converges to zero as n  .
Let Pnk be the spectral projection of 8k (En) corresponding to (12, 1].
Then as in the proof of the previous lemma, we obtain that Pnk&En
strongly converges to zero as n  . Thus we may assume that there is a
sequence [kn] of positive integers such that kn   and En # ?{(A & A$kn)".
Now we can conclude the proof by 4.6.
Proof of 2 O 1 of Theorem 4.5. Since is A is AF, ?{ (A)" is an injective
type II1 factor. We use here the classification theory for actions of cyclic
groups on the injective type II1 factor due to Connes [5, 6]. Let : be the
weak extension of ?{ b : b ?&1{ to an automorphism of ?{ (A)". Let k be the
outer period of : , i.e., k is the minimal positive integer such that : k is inner;
if there is no such k, set k=2. Then there is a central sequence [En] of
projections in ?{ (A)" such that En+: (En)+ } } } +: k&1(En) strongly con-
verges to 1. Let [en] be a central sequence of projections in A such that
En&?{ (en) strongly converges to zero. Then {(en (:(en)+ } } } +:k&1(en)))
converges to zero.
Let [An] be an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional C*-subalgebras
of A such that n An is dense in A. We may assume by an inner perturba-
tion that : leaves  An invariant, and also by passing to a subsequence and
changing en slightly that en # ( Ak) & A$n .
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Let hn=en (:(en)+ } } } +:k&1(en))en and let =n={(hn). Note that the
spectrum of hn is finite. Let pn be the spectral projection of hn corre-
sponding to (0, - =n]. Since - =n {(en&pn){(hn)==n , it follows that
{(pn){(en)&- =n
Thus {(pn)  1k and
&pn(:(pn)+ } } } +:k&1(pn)) pn&&pnen(:(en)+ } } } +:k&1(en))en pn&- =n .
It follows that for 0i< jk&1, &:i(pn) : j(pn)&  0 as n  . Thus we
find orthogonal families [p (n)0 , ..., p
(n)
k&1] such that &p (n)i &:i(pn)&  0. Then
[p (n)i ; i=0, ..., k&1] are central sequences of families of projections such
that
:
k&1
i=0
p (n)i is a projection,
{(p (n)i )  1k,
&p (n)i :(p (n)i )&  0.
Let =>0 be sufficiently small and n # N. One chooses N # N such that
N&12<= and projections pi ; i=0, ..., k&1 in Acn such that
:
k&1
i=0
pi is a projection,
&pi :(pi)&<=,
{(pi E)>1k(1&=N) {(E),
for each central minimal projection E of Acn=A & A$n . We may suppose
that {(p0 E)>{(E)=. Since {(r0 E)<{(E)=N for r0=1&k&1i=0 pi , we find
an orthogonal family [rE1 , ..., r
E
N&1] of projections in p0 EA
c
n p0 E such that
{(rEi )={(r0 E) for i=0, ..., N&1. We then find matrix units [r
E
ij ] such that
rEii =r
E
i , i=0, ..., N&1 with r
E
0 =r0 E. Let
sij=:
E
rEij
and define for m=0, ..., N&1
fm=
1
N
:
N&1
i, j=0
e2? - &1m(i& j )Nsij .
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Then
p0& :
N&1
i=1
sii , p1 , ..., pk&1 , f0 , ..., fN&1
are mutually orthogonal projections in Acn whose sum is 1 and each e of
them satisfies that &e:(e)&<3=. For example,
& f0 :( f0)&
1
N2 ": si0 :(s;#)"+
1
N2 " :j{0 sij :(s0#)"
+
1
N2 " :j1, ;1 sij :(s;#)"
N&12+N&12+=<3=
where we have used estimates such as
": si0 :(s;#)"
2
=N ": :(s#$;$) s00 :(s;#)"
N "\: :(s#$;$)+\: :(s;#)+"N3,
" :j1, ;1 sij :(s;#)"
2
="\: sij+ p0 :(p0) \: :(s;#)+"N2=.
This shows that for any =>0 and n # N there are a finite number of projec-
tions p1 , ..., pm in Acn such that p1+ } } } +pm=1 and &pi :(pi)&<= for
each i. This concludes the proof.
Theorem 4.8. If : is an outer automorphism of a unital purely infinite
simple C*-algebra A, then : is uniformly outer.
Proof. Let u be a unitary of A, p a non-zero projection of A, and =>0.
Let N # N be such that N&12<=. There exists a non-zero projection e of
A such that ep and &eu:(e)&<= since : is outer. If p{e, there exist non-
zero projections e1 , ..., eN&1 in A such that
e1+ } } } +eN&1e,
[ei]=[p&e], i=1, ..., N&1.
Let [eij]N&1i, j=0 be matrix units such that
e0=p&e, eii=ei , i=1, ..., N&1
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and define
pk=
1
N
:
N&1
i, j=0
e2? - &1(i& j)kNeij
for k=0, ..., N&1. Then p0 , ..., pN&1 are mutually orthogonal projections
such that
&pk u:(pk)&=
1
N2 " :i, j, s, t e
2? - &1(i& j+s&t)kNeij u:(est)"
N&12+N&12+=<3=
for k=0, ..., N&1, and
:
N&1
i=0
pi=p&e+ :
N&1
i=1
ei .
Let pN=p&(p0+ } } } +pN&1)e. Then [p0 , ..., pN] satisfies that
p=p0+ } } } +pN ,
&pi u:(pi)&<=, i=0, ..., N.
This suffices to conclude the proof.
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